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From the young St. Francis de Sales's heroic efforts to bring Calvinists back to the Faith comes this

succinct, eloquent defense of the age-old Catholic practice of making the Sign of the Cross, which

sixteenth-century Calvinists denounced as a Popish invention and many Protestants scorn even

today. Embodying the zeal of youth and the wisdom of age, this gentle jewel of Catholic apologetics

traces the origins of the Sign of the Cross back to the Fathers of the Church, to the Apostles before

them, and finally to our Lord Himself. Along with St. Francis's other lucid explanations of our

Catholic Faith and his undaunted love even for those who hated him, this modest book helped

restore to their native Catholic faith tens of thousands of heretics who not long before were intent on

killing him. As they did for the Calvinists in St. Francis's day, so in our day these pages will bring

you a better understanding and a renewed love the Sign of the Cross, that brief and lively exterior

prayer by which, from time immemorial, God has been invoked by serious Christians before all of

their endeavors. Among the other things you'll learn here: Why now is always the right time to make

the Sign of the Cross Why God chooses to attach power to the Sign of the Cross Why it is made on

the forehead How to convince skeptics to value and pray with it Two uses of the Sign of the Cross:

do you know both of them? How the Sign of the Cross is the antidote to the Mark of the Devil Errors

in the claims of those who oppose this practice The theological significance of the motions, vertical

and horizontal Two reasons it has particular power against the Enemy Why you should make the

Sign of the Cross publicly and often.  Outside the Creed itself, there are few topics to which the

Fathers testify as universally and unanimously as the pious practice of making, frequently and well,

the Sign of the Cross. With the help of these holy pages, the saints love for it will enkindle yours.

Soon you ll be saying with St. Jerome, "With every work, with all of my comings and goings, may my

hand make the Sign of the Cross!"
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"Saint Francis de Sales is the founder and master of modern Catholic apologetics, and in this little

gem we see him at his very best." --Patrick Madrid, leading Catholic author and apologist"Want to

attract attention? Make the Sign of the Cross while dining at a restaurant. You'll surprise everyone,

including Christians seated around you. Why don't they--Catholics and Protestants--make the Sign

of the Cross? St. Francis de Sales, patron saint of apologists, explains why this simple gesture is an

effective tool for spreading the faith, particularly in a culture, such as ours, that has forgotten its

Christian roots." --Karl Keating, President of Catholic Answers"St. Francis de Sales helps us

appreciate the Sign of the Cross the way the early Christians did--not merely as a beginning to

prayer, but as a sacred rite that forges our Christian identity and shapes our entire lives. Through

the testimony of the Church Fathers and their interpretation of Scripture, this work illuminates the

meaning and power of the Sign of the Cross." --Edward Sri, The Augustine Institute

From the young St. Francis de Sales' heroic efforts to bring Calvinists back to the Faith comes this

succinct, eloquent defense of the age-old Catholic practice of making the Sign of the Cross, which

16th century Calvinists denounced as a Popish invention and many Protestants scorn even today. 

Embodying the zeal of youth and the wisdom of age, this gentle jewel of Catholic apologetics traces

the origins of the Sign of the Cross back to the Fathers of the Church, to the Apostles before them,

and finally to our Lord Himself.  Along with St. Francis's other lucid explanations of our Catholic

Faith and his undaunted love even for those who hated him, this modest book helped restore to

their native Catholic faith tens of thousands of heretics who not long before were intent on killing

him.  As they did for the Calvinists in St. Francis's day, so in our day these pages will bring you a

better understanding and a renewed love the Sign of the Cross, that brief and lively exterior prayer

by which, from time immemorial, God has been invoked by serious Christians before all of their

endeavors.  Among the other things you'll learn here:  --Why God chooses to attach power to the

Sign of the Cross --How to convince skeptics to value and pray with it --Two uses of the Sign of the

Cross: do you know both of them? --How the Sign of the Cross is the antidote to the Mark of the

Devil --The theological significance of the motions, vertical and horizontal --Two reasons it has

particular power against the Enemy --Why you should make the Sign of the Cross publicly and



often.  Outside the Creed itself, there are few topics to which the Fathers testify as universally and

unanimously as the pious practice of making, frequently and well, the Sign of the Cross. With the

help of these holy pages, the saints' love for it will enkindle yours. Soon you'll be saying with St.

Jerome, "With every work, with all of my comings and goings, may my hand make the Sign of the

Cross!"

This book was written while SFS was a missionary in the Chablais territoty, near Lake Geneva. It is

a defence of the cross written to answer some of the reformers who had written against the practice

of erecting crosses and having the crucifix in the churces. It is a beautiful defence of the standard of

the cross..

St. Francis de Sales writes a compelling treatise on The Sign of the Cross. I always knew that the

earliest Christians made the Sign of the Cross and this book lays out beautifully when and why and

by whom. The book should be read by all Christians who are seeking truth. Protestants dropped it

because it was Catholic, and it was, because there is only one Church, but they lost a powerful way

to allow the Lord to work in and for them. Everything by St. Francis is a gem, this book is no

exception.

I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book, and will continue to ref back to it and it's resources. The

examples were very good, and even thought the language was a little challenging at times, the

humor and intelligence of the writing was delightful. I learned a lot from this little book.

Excellent book. Not much exposure of this book but second only to his Introduction to a devote life

Author is a highly revered Christian author.

These are the writings of a great saint but his style is such that it made me feel like I was talking to a

friend I've known all my life.

For anyone who wants to learn more about their Catholic Faith, this book was very helpful to me.It

explained why we make the Sign of the Cross. Reasons I had not heard before. It also made

mention of saints I have never heard of before.

There is so much to know and understand with the sign of the cross. This book provides information



that help understand why it is done in the manner we do it.

We are using this for a young family study and it is great. Very insightful and encouraging.
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